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I.. INTRODUCTION 
10 Introduction 
Since the turn of the century, many investigators have focused 
their attention on reinforced concrete beams failing in shear.. Only 
lately, however, bas the importance of the moment-shear ratio as a vari-
able been realizedo In recent years, there has been reported only one 
series of tests of simple-span rectangular beams without web reinforce-
ment where the effect of the moment-shear ratio has been singled out 
'* for study (1) 0 The primary importance of this variable is its effect 
on the mode of-failure of a particular beam, and since the mode of fail-
ure mJBt be known before an intelligent design criteria can be establish-
ed, the moment-shear ratio was deemed worthy of individual attentiono 
The problem is not easily resolved even in beams loaded in 
such a manner as to produce regions of constant moment and shear, such 
as two symmetrically placed concentrated loads, because of the effects 
of such variables as the concrete strength and the percentage of steel 
on the transition bet,ween types of failure 0 The complications are 
compolU~ded in the case of uniformly loaded beams where the ratio of 
moment to shear varies from zero to infinity.. It was felt that perhaps 
results Trom tests of ~No-point loaded beams could be applied to beams 
loaded uniforrrJ..yo This, of course, necessitated the testing of beams 
Numbers in parentheses refer to corres~onding entries in 
Bibl.iograpbyo 
under both types of loading 0 The two series of tests are reported 
separately hereino Part A reports tests of two-point loaded beams and 
Part B reports tests of uniformly loaded beamso 
20 Object 
2 
The object of this investigation was to study by means of 
tests the effect of the moment-shear ratio on diagonal tension cracking 
and strength in shear of reinforced concrete beams 0 More specifically, 
it was desired to determine the conditions under which shear failure 
could occur and the strength in shear of simple beams subjected to a 
uniformly distributed loado 
30 Scope 
This investigation was conducted in two experimental pbaseso 
The first phase, Part A of this report, consisted of the testing of 
seven simply-supported reinforced concrete beams identical except for 
intentional differences in span length and unintentional differences in 
concrete strength 0 The beams were tested on spans ranging from 6 ft-4 in 0 
to 14 ft-B ino with two symmetrically placed concentrated loads 18 ino 
each side of mids:pano The middle 36 ino of the span was thus subjected 
to pure :flexure 0 Some of the beams were retested over their undamaged 
sections with one centrally placed concentrated load after their initial 
failures 0 
The second phase of the investigation, Part B of this report, 
consisted of the testing of six simply-supported reinforced concrete 
beams of varying span length, steel percentage, and concrete strength, 
subjected to ten concentrated loads simulating a uniform loado 
3 
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50 Notation 
The following notation bas been used in this report ~ 
Distances 
a = 
a = 
cr 
horizontal distance from center of support to center 
of nearest load for the two-point loaded beams, the 
"shear spanllo 
value of a corresponding to transition point between 
shear-compression and diagonal tension failureso 
b = width of beanio 
d = depth to center of gravity of reinforcement from top 
of beamo 
d1 = distance from centroid of compressive stress above 
crack to center of gravity of reinforcemento (Figo 29) 
d2 = distance from centroid of compressive stress below 
crack to center of gravity of reinforcemento (Figo 29) 
Fo.rces 
4 
= distance from horizontal portion of crack causing fail-
ure to center of gravity of reinforcement~ (Fig~ 30) 
h 
kd 
u 
L 
x 
u 
x 
x 
z 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
total height of concrete section., 
distance from top of beam to crack causing failure, at 
position of failure (or vertical distance from top of 
beam to bottom of area crushed in compression, for 
beams L6 and D4)., (Figo 10) 
length of beam spano 
distance from center of support to point where crack 
causing failure became horizontal., (Fig., 10) 
distance from center of support to point where crushing 
or knifing failure occurred on top of beamo (Fig 0 10) 
distance from center of support to point where the 
crack causing failure crossed the reinforcement., 
(Fig., 10) 
center to center distance between loadso 
G = total interr.al compressiye force in concrete., (Fig., 29) 
c .. = internal compressive force in concrete above crack., J.. (Fig~ 29) 
'"'l 
= internal compressive force in. concr,ete below crack 0 
"'2 (Fig., 29) 
P = total load on beamo 
P. = load at which craek causing failure became horizontal 0 
n 
P = ultimate load (correspon.ding to failure of the beam)., 
u 
T = total tensile force in reinforcement at section of 
fail.ureo 
T., 
.1. 
= total tensile force in reini'or';;ement at s·ection corres-
ponding to ~-x: 0 (Fig., 29) 
total shear at point correspondi~~ to xh under load 
equal to Ph(= Ph/2 for two-point loaded beams)o 
Notation (Cont~d) 
Moments 
v = 
max 
v 
o 
v 
u 
= 
= 
= 
= 
total shear at point corresponding to xh under load 
equal to P (= P /2 for two-point loadeCI beams)o .. 
u u 
ms.ximum total shear in beam (= P /2) 0 
u 
critical shear necessary for shear failureo 
total shear at failure section under ultimate load 
(= P /2 for two-point loaded beams)o 
u 
portion of Vu carried by concrete above cracko 
(Figo 29) 
portion of Vu carried by concrete below crack, or 
shear transferred by reinforcement by n dowelling" 
actiono (Figo 29) 
iN = p/Lo 
1 pf 
= A f d/l - - ~, 
S Y '% 2 fO J = theoretical ultimate flexural 
moment 0 
M = 
max 
= 
= 
M = 
o 
M = 
B 
C 
maximum moment in beamo 
vua for two-point loaded beamso 
105 Pu z = moment at midspan for uniformly loaded 
beams 0 
105 pz = moment at midspan for uniformly loaded 
beams 0 
Ms for beam with f~ 
= theo~etical limiting 
shear-moment 0 
= actual concrete strengtho 
M4 = M for beam with f~ 
ss = 
4000 psio 
M = measured ultimate bending moment, 
u 
= V x (or V a if x > a) for two-point loaded beamso 
uu u u 
= 4- M a (1 - a ) for uniformly loaded beams 0 
max u u 
5 
Stresses 
Strains 
v 
f 
r 
f y 
v 
max 
E: 
c2 
= 
= 
= 
measured moment 
to Ph) 
at failure section under load equal 
Vhxu (or Vha if x > a) for two-point loaded beamso u 
6Pbza (1 - a ) for uniformly loaded beams 0 ... u u 
= compressive strength of concrete determined from 
6 x 12-ino control cylinderso 
6 
= computed maximum compressive stress in concrete below 
the crack 0 (Figo 30) 
= modulus of rupture of concrete determined from 
6 x 6 x 20-ino control beamso 
= 
= 
= 
yield strength of reinforcement 0 
V/bjd = nominal unit shear stresso 
v corresponding to V 0 
max 
assQmed maximum compressive strain in the concrete 
below the cracko (Figo 30) 
~ = strain in the reinforcemento 
s 
Constants, Parameters and Ratios 
A = total area of reinforcemento 
s 
aid = shear span to depth ratioo 
E = modulus of elasticity of concreteo 
c 
E == modulus s of elasticity of steelo 
j = l-k/3 = internal resisting moment arm divided 
(from J1 straight line fl theory) 0 
K = M4/1Jf' = moment correction factor 0 s s 
by ~ 
J 
I 
(M/Vd) 
k = (pn)2 + 2pn - pn = depth of compression zone of 
concrete divided by ~ (from fTstraight line" theory). 
k 
u 
k' 
cr 
= ratio of average compressive stress to maximum 
compressive stress in concrete stress block. 
= distance from top of beam to line of action of 
compressive force C, divided by k d. 
u 
= ratio of IDaXLmum compressive stress in concrete 
stress block to cylinder strength, fl. 
c 
= distance from top of beam to horizontal portion of 
crack causing failure, divided by ~o 
= distance from horizontal portion of c~ack causing 
failure to bottom of assumed compressive stress 
block below the crack, divided by d'. (Fig. 30) 
= value of M/Vd corresponding to transition point 
between shear-compression and diagonal tension 
failures 0 
E 
s 
n = E = 10,000 e~astic modular ratio, taken as 5 + f' 
c c 
p = A /bd = 
s 
steel ratio. 
a - x/L = position parametero 
~/L .. 
7 
a = 
o 
theoretical critical position parameter,· corresponding 
to M and V for uniformly loaded beams. 
s 0 
a = 
u 
a = 
x 
x /Lo 
u 
X)Lo 
I 
~ 
I 
I j 
t 
I 
I , 
l 
, 
~ 
I 
I 
t 
I 
i 
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II. PART A: TESTS OF BEAMS UNDER TWO CONCENTRATED LOADS 
60 Basis for Test Program 
This investigation was conceived and the tests were planned 
on the basis of the hypothesis of shear failure presented in the report 
enti tled II The Shear Strength of Reinforced Concrete Beams n by 
A. Laupa (2)0 According to this hypothesis, failure in shear of a 
reinforced concrete beam without web reinforcement occurs finally by 
destruction of the compression zone of the concrete with consequent loss 
of load-carrying capacityo The destruction of the compression zone is 
the result of compressive stresses in the concrete induced by bending 
moment" This ty:pe of fa.ilure is thus similar in its general aspect to 
failure in flexural compression 0 However, it occurs prematurely in the 
case of shear failures because of the presence of inclined cracks in the 
region of shear. These cracks extend upward a greater distance than the 
usual flexural cracks and thereby reduce the area of concrete available 
to resist the compressive stresseso 
T~o conditions must be satisfied in order for a beam to fail 
in shear in the manner described~ 
(a) Inclined cracks must form and propagate a sufficient 
distance to reduce the area of the compression zone at some section of 
the beamo 
(b) The moment at the section of reduced compressive area 
must be equa~ to or greater than the limiting shear-moment 0 
The limiting shear-moment is a funct.ion only of the cross-
sectional properties of the beam and the properties of the materialso 
I 
I 
I 
I 
t 
I 
• t 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
9 
An empirical expression for this moment for beams without web reinforce-
ment loaded with two symmetrically p~ced concentrated l~ds was derived 
and presented in Refo 20 This expression is 
(1) 
For beams loaded with one load through a column stub) this expression 
was modified to 
M 703fu 
-bd~2~;-u = k{Oo73 - lOO)O~ ) (2) 
c 
The formation and propagation of inclined cracks is a conse-
quence of diagonal tension stresses in the concretee For a homogeneous) 
or uncracked) concrete beam) the magnitude and direction of the diagonal 
tension stresses may be determined from the ?v.alues of the flexural and 
shearing stresses) and are thus a function of both the moment and the 
shear at the section 0 However, in beams of the type considered in this 
investigation, the inclined cracks nearly always propagate from a previ-
ously formed vertical flexural cracko The theory for homogeneous 
sections is thus no lo~~er applicable and the actual stresses at the end 
of a crack cannot be computed 0 It is necessary therefore to rely on the 
results of tests to provide information regarding the conditions under 
which inclined cracks will form and propagate sufficiently to permit 
failure in shear when the limiting shear-moment is reached at the loca-
tion of the cracko 
The results reported by Moody (3) suggest that the formation 
of well-developed 1nclined cracks in simply-supported beams is primarily 
10 
a function of shear and is relatively little affected by momento If this 
is true, the two conditions for shear failure can be ~uite simply stated 
as: 
(a) sufficient shear to produce fully-developed inclined 
cracks, and 
(b) sufficient moment to cause failure in compression on the 
reduced compression areao 
If it is possible to define the limiting shear in (a) above 
in te~ of the properties of the beam cross-section and the materials, 
as bas been done for the limiting moment in (b), then the conditions for 
shear failure can be stated for a given beam in terms of a critical 
shear, V , and a critical shear-moment, M 0 Whenever the arrangement 
o s 
and magnitude of the loading on a beam is such that a shear V and a 
o 
moment M both occur at some section of the beam, failure in shear will 
s 
occur) provided of course that the ultimate flexural moment Mf bas not 
been previously reached at some point in the spano 
Two assumptions have been made in developing the simple 
criteria for shear failure stated above: (a) that the development of 
sufficient inclined cracking is a fUL~ction of sbear alone, and (b) that 
the critical shear V can be expressed as _a function of the properties 
o 
of the beam cross-section and of the materialso 
The first assumption, that the development of cracking is 
a function 0= shear alone, is not essential to the development of 
c:ri teria for shear strength 0 If it should be found that cracking is 
affected significantly by moment as well as by shear, criteria can still 
be developed although they T#ill be somewhat more complicated 0 There is 
a further possibility that the development of sufficient inclined 
11 
cracking is not only a function of both shear and moment but that this 
functional relationshi.p is dependent on the properties of the cross-
section or of the materialso This is undoubtedly the most pessimistic 
{.('{Pothes:"s" 
The foregoing discussion has been an attempt to present a 
generalized h}1?othesis of shear failure with a view toward indicating 
the m~ny aspects of the problem which must be considered in plarming 
the tests and the various phenomena on which information must be soughto 
These hypotheses be.d not been formulated as completely as they are 
stated here at the time this investigation was begun; they are the result 
of preliminary studies in connection with this projecto At the time the 
original proposal (4) was nE.de the conditions for shear failu:re were 
thought of i::2 connection with the much simpler 1:'..;ypothesis advanced by 
Lau.:pa (2) on :;he o6sis of ex-tremely limited test datao This hypothesis 
states that sbear fail11.re will occur when the limiting shear moment is 
rea,~hed. at a lO(;8;ti.on alang the beam at w]:1~ch the ratio of moment to 
shea:!" is less than some critical 'lalueo We may express this 'critical 
'Ttalue of the re,tio as (M/V) ,or preferably as the dimensionless ratio 
cr 
(M/Vd)cr' vlhere ~ is the effective depth of the beam~ The critical 
shear for the development of sufficien.t inclined crackiIl...g is then a 
Simple :flli"'lction of the shear-moment Ms at the section of failure and 
-the depth of "the fJean:. do 
A simply-supported reinforced concrete beam ~ay fail 
primarily- ei t!:102r ill f.lexure or in shear" FailuTe in flexure will occur 
if the ul,tirra'te f'lexura,l moment capacity is exceeded at a.n.y section or' 
the beam before the conditions for shear failure have been satisfied at 
trJ8.t or at ar.;y other' sectionu F'aJ.lure in shear will OCC'UI when the 
i 
i 
I 
i 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
t , 
I 
12 
limiting shear-moment capacity is reached at some section of the beam at 
which inclined cracks have developed sufficiently to reduce the available 
compressive area. 
Whether a given b~am will fail in flexure or in shear will 
depend on the relative magnitudes of the ultimate flexural moment, Mf , 
the limiting sheaT-moment, M , and the critical shear, V , at various 
S 0 
locations along the span and on the actual values of moment and shear at 
these locations. The relationship between mode of failure and properties 
of the beam cross-section and loading arrangement is illustrated most 
simply by considering the hypothetical behavior of a simply-supported 
beam as illustrated in Figo 10 
The beam shown in Fig. l(a) is simply-supported at its ends 
and is assumed to carry two concentrated loads arranged symmetrically 
about midspan. Ov.ly half' of the span is shown in the figure 0 The 
distance :from the support to the load is called the llshear-span lJ and is 
designated by the symbol~. For the particular type of loading shown, 
the maximum moment and the maximum shear both occur at the location of 
the load and their ratio is M/V = a. 
It is assumed that a series of load tests are to be made on 
a number of identical beams, the only 'variable being the distance a 
between the support and the load 0 This distance, or the location of the 
load, is represented by the abcissas in Figs~ l(b) and l(c)o Each 
vertical line corresponding to values of ~ equal to aI' a 2 , etc~, repre-
sents a separate test on othen~ise similar beams~ Since a is different 
for each test, the ratio M/V at the load point will also be different 
since M/V = au 
I 
I 
I 
f 
I 
I 
I 
(. 
~1 
I 
I 
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The curve shown in Fig. l{b) represents the magnitude of the 
critical shear V which i~necessary to produce sufficient inclined 
a 
cracks.. In order to make the presentation general, it bas been assumed 
that V decreases as the moment-shear ratio M/v = a at the load point 
o 
increases 0 The curve shown in Figo l(b) for V versus a is entirely 
- 0-
arbitrary and is assumed for illustrative purposes only 0 
In Fig .. l(c}, the abcissas represent the location of the 
load or the shear-span~, while the vertical ordinates represent the 
maximum moment in the beam, at the load pOint.. For a particular beam, 
it is assumed that the ultimate flexural capacity and the limiting shear-
moment can be computed as a function of the properties of the beam cross-
section and of the materialso For the hypothetical beam considered in 
Figo 1, the citi.ma.te flexural moment is assumed to have a value Mf and 
this moment is represeuted by a horizontal line on Fig .. l(c)o Similarly, 
the limi~ing shear-moment, M~J is represented by another horizontal linej 
i::; 
lower tba~ that for Mfo The shear-moment capacity is thus assumed to be 
less thail the flexural ~apacityo The c~-ved line on Figo l(c) corres-
d t +" -. ~ V a FO '?b~ +~~". at t M V pon S 0 ~ne ~ne ~or ~n ~go ~~ y; utia~ lS, 2 represen s =' a o 
o 0 
ConBider now a test on a beam ~ith the load placed a distance 
a1 from the support 0 The behavior in such a test can be represented by 
the verti8al line with abcissas ale As the load is increased, the maxi-
mum moment at the load point increases along this '~ertical linea When a 
load producing a moment corresponding to a point 1 on Figo l(c) is 
reached) the shear at the load point will be equal to V as indicated by 
o 
point 1. on Fig 0 l(b) 0 At this stage, the in·;:!lined cracks are ass1.UI1ed t.o 
be fully developed, according to the definition of V 0 However, shear 
o 
14 
failure cannot take place since the maximum moment is still less than 
the limiting shear-moment as indicated by point 2 on Figo l(c)o As the 
load is increased, the moment increases, and finally failure in shear 
occurs when the shear moment M is reached 0 Point 2 on Figo l(c) 
s 
represents therefore the maximum moment in the beam at failure in shearo 
Consider next a beam having the same properties as before 
but tested with the load a distance a2 from the supporto When the load 
is increased to a value corresponding to point 4 on Figo l(c), the 
limi ting shear-moment will have been reached 0 However, the corresponding 
shear is only that represented by point 4 on Figo l(b) and is less than 
the critical shear V' needed to cause full development of the inclined 
o 
cracks 0 Thus, shear failure cannot occur at tr~s stage since both 
conditions for failure are not satisfiedo As the load is increased 
further, the maximum moment increases above the shear-moment M until a 
s 
load corresponding to point 5 is reachedo At this load, the critical 
shear V is reached over the entire shear-span between the load and the 
o 
support 0 At the same time, the limiting shear-moment bas been exceeded 
over that portion of the shear-span between the points labelled a and 
cr 
a2J that i8, for some distance to the left of the load pointo The 
conditlons for shear failure are thus satisfied over this region and 
:failure should occur at a lead corresponding to point 5 ° The Ioea tion 
of the failure may conceivably be anywhere in the region between a and 
cr 
a~ since V = V and M> M at all points in this regiono Note, however, 
~ a s 
too t the maximum moment at failure is greater than :M .... 0 
o 
As a tb~rd case, consider a beam for which the shear-span 
is equal to a3 0 As the load is increased to a point corresponding to 
point 7 on Figo l(c), the shear moment M is reached, but failure in 
s 
shear cannot occur since the shear is still appreciably less than the 
critical shear V in Figo l(b)o With further increase in load, the 
o 
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flexural capacity Mf will be reached at point 8 before the shear reaches 
V ) alid failure will occur in flexure somewhere in the region of the 
o 
span between the two load pointso 
Three modes of failure can be distinguished in Figo 1: 
(a) For a less than a ) the critical shear V is reached 
- ~r 0 
first with a consequent development of inclined crackso Additional 
load can still be carried until the moment reaches M at the load point, 
s 
at which time the beam fails in shear by crushing of the compression 
zone of the concrete at ox near the load pointo This can be called a 
t~~ical shear failureo The maximum moment at failure is equal to M 0 
s 
For a between a and a 4" the shear-moment M will be -cr s 
exceeded over some length of the beam before cracking has fully developedo 
With further load, the critical shear is reached, at which time the 
inclined cracks may develop rapiCQy and failure may occur quite suddenly 
by destruction of the compreSSion zone in the region to the left of the 
load point in Figo l{a}o Since this type of failure is triggered by 
cracking) it might be called a typical diago:n.a.l tension failure" The 
maximum moment at failure is greater tb...a.n Ms but less than Mfo 
(C) For ~ greater than a 4, failure will occur in flexure at 
a maximum moment equal to Mf 0 
It can be seen from the foregoing discussion that whether a 
given beam fails in shear, diagor~l tenSion, or flexure depends on the 
relative ,,-alues of' Ms' Mf , V 0' and ';)n the value of a which is of course 
the ratio of mome:2t to shear at the critica2. sectiono 
I 
t 
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70 Test Specimens, Equipment, Procedure 
Ca) Materials 
Cement 0 Marquette Type I Cement was used in all beams 0 The 
cement was purchased in paper bags from a local dealer and stored under 
proper conditionso 
Aggregate 0 Wabash River sand and gravel were used for all 
beams 0 The coarse aggregate had a maximum size of about 1 ino with a 
fineness modulus of 605 to 7 and contained a rather high percentage of 
fines 0 The fineness modulus of the sand varied between 300 and 3020 
Both aggregates have passed the usual specification testso The absorption 
was about one per cent by weight of the surface-dry aggregateo The aggre-
gate was purchased from a local dealero 
Concrete Nixo One basic concrete mix was used in an attempt 
to obtain the zame concrete strength in all the test specimens 0 This 
goal was not achieved completelYJ however, due to differences in cement 
quality) percentage of water in the aggregate) mixing time, age at time 
of test) etco See Tacle lo 
Reinforcing Steelo .A~l reinforcing steel was'intermediate 
grade deformed barso The bars were received in 22 ft lengthso A 2-ft 
coupon was cut from the end of each bar and tested before the bars were 
cut and placed in the beams. In this man~er, the bars used in each 
beam could be matched on the basis of their yield strengthso The value 
of f for the bars used in each beam are included in the table of beam y 
properties) Table 20 
i 
I 
I 
(b) Casting and Curing of Beams 
All beams were cast in a steel form with adjustable end 
plates 0 The reinforcing steel was held in position by 2 or 3 chairs 
made o~ 1/4-ino mild steel barso Two or three pieces of 3/4-ino pipe 
acting as spacers for the side forms were distributed along the beam. 
Two hooks of 1/4-ino mild steel were attached to these pipes to 
facili ta. te handling of the beams 0 
All concrete was mixed from three to eight minutes in a 
non-tilting drum-type mixer of 6-cu ft capacityo In spite of the use 
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of a butter mix to condition the mixer prior to the mixing of the first 
batch, the strengths of the separate batches of the same proportions 
varied to some extent 0 In order tba. t the concrete near the expected 
section of failure would be uniform, the first batch was placed along 
the bottom of the beam and 8P..y subsequent retches were eveh).y.distribut-
ed over· it", 
Four to six 6 by 12-ino control cylinders and one 6 by 6 
by 20-in", control beam were cast from each batcho The concrete was 
placed in the forms and cylinder molds with aid of a high-frequency 
internal vibrator. 
Several hours after casting, the top surface of the beam 
was troweled smooth and all cylinders were capped with neat cement 
paste 0 The beams were removed from the forms the day after they were 
cast and the beams and control cylinders were stored under moist 
conditions for an additional six dayso They were then stored in the 
air of the laboratory until testede 
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(c) Description of Beams 
All the beams tested were rectangular in cross-section and 
reinforced in tension onlyo The properties of the beams are given in 
Table 20 The beam cross-section dimensions of 6 by 12-ino were chosen 
because of the availability of forms this size 0 The span lengths of 
the first series were chosen to give convenient values for the shear-
span to. depth ratio, a/do 
Clamp-on stirrups of the type shown in Figso 2 and 4 were 
placed just inside the supports at the ends· of some of the beams to 
prevent anchorage bond failures; whether such stirrups were used is 
indicated in Table 20 
The ages of the beams at the time of testing are given in 
Table 10 
(d) Instrumentation 
The measurements of deflection in the tests reported herein 
were selected with the object of studying the load-deflection 
characteristics of the beams up to the point of failureo The strain 
measurements were made to aid the testing procedure, to more clearly 
define the stage of first yielding, il such a stage was reached and 
was not readily recognizable from the beam's behaVior, and to indicate 
the distribution of strain along the top surface of the concrete at 
I failure 0 
I Measurement of Deflectiong Deflections were measured at midspan on all beams, and directly under the loads on some of the 
longer beams, with OoOOl-ino dial indicators mounted on posts which in 
I 
f 
I 
t 
I 
I 
I 
turn were attached to a deflection frame" The:frame was a 2 1/2 by 
2 1/2 by 3/4-ino angle clamped to the bearing blocks that supported 
the beam" This arrangement is shown in Fig" 120 
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Electric Strain Gages: Strains were read with a Baldwin 
. Portable Strain Indicator. :oumnv gages :for temperature. compensation 
were mounted on unstressed steel blocks 0 Strains were measured with 
types A-9 and A-ll gages along the longitudinal centerline on the top 
surface of beams L2a J rA, L5, and 1,6. The type A-9 gage has a 
nominal gage length of 6 in" and was sui table for measuring average 
strains in the constant moment section of the above-mentioned speci-
mens under original test conditions" The type A~ll gage has a nominal 
gage length of 1 in 0 and is more sui table than the A-9 for measuring 
strains outside the :region of constant moment. The arrangement of 
the gages is shown in Fig" 30 
Shortly before the initial set of the concrete occurred, 
the top surface of the beam was struck smooth with a finishing trowelo 
When this surface was later groLL~d and polished with a portable grinder, 
it was sui table for mOU!lting SR-4 gages 0 Only the srna.ll area necessary 
for the gage -was ground.. A thin layer of Duco Cement -was applied and 
allowed to dry before placing the gages.. The gages were then attached 
with Duco Cement and light weights applied to the felt-covered gages 
while the cement dried.. Heat was not used to :b..a.stEn the drying period 
since it could be detrimental to the concreteo The gages were applied 
from two to ten days prior to testing o~ the beame To protect them, a 
coating of w~x was applied after the cement tad thoroughly driedo 
I 
I 
I 
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(e) Loading Apparatus 
The beams were tested in a 200,OOO-lb capacity Olsen screw-
type testing machine a The machine was used both to apply deformation 
and measure load a The machine was calibra ted with a Morehouse Proving 
Ring previous to use on this project and satisfied the requirements 
of AS~ Designation E4"-41T. The relative arrangement of beam and 
testing machine is shown in Fig .. 20 
For beams Ll, 12, and L3, the load ws applied through 
bearing blocks 18 in .. either side of midspan.. These blocks were 6 ina 
by 6 ino by 2 ina thick and were set on the beam with plaster.. For 
beams 12a, lA, L5, and L6, each load block was seated on two pads of 
leather, each pad being 6 by 2 ina and 3/8 ina thick placed so as to 
pro~ide a space 6 by 2 by 3/8 ino along the lor~itudinal centerline of 
the beam under the blocko This space was necessary to accommodate an 
SR-4 electric strain gage attached to the top surface of the beam 
under the blocko 
After initial failure, which occurred "at one end of the 
beam, beams Ll, L2, 12a, and L3, were retested on a span eq,ual to the 
sum. of their respective original shea!' spans a They were loaded at the 
centerline with a single concentrated load applied through one of the 
original load blocks which was set in plaster for beams IJ., 12, and L3 
and was seated on l.eather for beam L2a a The end of the beam which was 
retested TNaS, of course, the one that underwent the least damage in 
the first testa 
Each beam was supported by two 8~ino high steel bearing 
blocks seated in plaster on the aI'mB of the testing In9,chine 0 One 
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bearing block bad a baJi"-round of 2-ino radius welded on the topo The 
other was flat on top to accommodate a 2-ino diameter rollero The 
roller and half-round each bore on a 6 by 6 by 2-ino plate seated in 
plaster against the bottom of the beam... See Fig 0 20 
(r) Testing Procedure 
Load was applied in about 10 to 15 increments to failure, 
with two or three deflection readings made between each incremento 
After each increment of load, the testing machine was stopped, strain 
and deflection readings were recorded, and cracks were observed and 
marked with inko The beam was photographed at important stages in the 
crack development 0 A certain amount of drop~off' in load. and change in 
deflection occurred while cracks were being markedo The maximum load 
for each increment, which occurred just before the testing machine was 
stopped, was recorded and deflection readings were taken immediatelyo 
The beams were loaded until they ruptured completely or failed to 
develop increased resistance to increased deformationo In the latter 
case, the beams were unloaded and measurements made of the recovery 
of deflectiono The length of time required to test each beam averaged 
five to six hours 0 
80 Test Results 
(a) Crack Patterns and Development 
Original Tests: In every beam the first cracks were 
flexure cracks occurring within the region of constant momento During 
the tests of beams Ll, L2, and L2a these cracks were soon joined by 
crack$ in the outer regions of the beam which originated as flexural 
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cracks but quickly bent over and assumed the characteristics of 
diagonal tension cracks& Afterwards, these cracks were always 
equa12y or more extensively developed than the flexural cracks in the 
region of constant moment.. One diagonal crack on each end of the 
beam developed more fully than the others.. One of these more fully 
developed cracks then led to ~ailure.. Ofte~ two small cracks would 
combine to form the failure crack.. Figure 4- contains photos of 
beams Ll, L2, and 12a at various stages of cra.ck development& 
As the shear span of the beams increased, there was less 
difference between the heights of the flexural and the diagonal tension 
cracks 0 . During the test of beam L3, this difference was slight until 
the sudden occurrence of the failure-causing diagonal tension crack& 
Because this crack formed suddenly, extensive development of a diagonal 
crack at the other end of the beam was prevented (See Fig .. 5) .. 
In beams 14 and L5, the flexural diagonal tension cracks 
were at about the same height just up to the point of failureo The 
diagonal crack caUSing failure in each case formed suddenly and 
consisted partly of a previously opened crack. It extended horizontal-
ly from the top of the previous crack toward the pure flexure regiono 
From near the bottom of the previous crack at the level of the steel 
it extended in the opposite direction toward the support, resulting in 
a crack shaped as shown in Fig& 60 It was open wide enough in each 
case to allow light through the beam.. Again, because of the sudden 
occurrence of the failure crack at one end of the beam, the extensive 
development of a diagonal crack at the other end was prevented.. Figure 6 
contains photos of beams L4 and L5 during the test and after failure. 
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In beam L6, the development of cracks was more rapid in 
the pure flexure region and most of the cracks outside this region 
were also of a flexural nature; they did not bend. over and. assume the 
characteristics of diagonal tension cracks until near fa1lureo The 
pure flexure cracks were always the highest. No one crack can be 
said to have led to failure since beam L6 failed in. flexure. Figure 7 
contains ~hotos of beam L6 at various stages of crack development. 
In all beams, the cracks were well distributed over the 
entire length of the beam almost from the beginning of crack formation. 
All cracks, except those associated with the sudden failures of beams L3, 
L4, and L5, developed graduallyo 
Retests with One Load at Midspan: After the original tests 
under two concentrated loads, beams Ll, 12, 12a, and L3 were retested. 
The support and load block defining the shear span of the beam which 
did not fail, that is, which did not split off or suffer crushing of 
the compreSSion zone near the load block, were maintained in their 
respective positions 0 The other support was moyed inward so a.s to place 
the load block a.t midspan in the new arrangement 0 Thus one-half the 
span would consist of what was formerly primarily a pure moment region 
while the other half would not have been changed from the original 
arrangement. See Fig. 8e> Of course, with this setup crack patterns 
were difficult to trace since the specimens were already extensively 
cra.cked with vertical cracks in one span and inclined cracks in the 
other 0 
During the retest of Ll, none of the original cracks 
progressed or changed in any way.. Instead, an in.clined crack, extending 
I 
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from the horizontal crack along the steel associated with the original 
failure, developed slowly in the region formerly subjected to pure 
moment D This crack in combination with preyiously existing cra.cks 
formed a pattern such as to suggest tba t all subsequent load was 
carried by arch actiono However, it was another suddenly developed 
crack on the same end of the beam that led to failure and was, in 
fact, associated with failureo It should be noted that this pattern of 
behavior is not the same as that for the original test (See Fig. 9a )o 
During the retest of beam L2, there again was little 
change in the cracks that occurred during the original testo A new 
inclined crack developed suddenly in the span formerly subjected to 
pure moment and eventually led to failure (See Figo 9b)o 
Durir~ the retest of beam L2a, the cracks resulting from 
the first test again remained dormanto A.new inclined crack formed 
rather suddenly in the region of the beam formerly subjected to pure 
moment but did not immediately lead to failureo Eventually, it contri-
buted to failure (See Figo 9c)o Although the pattern of the crack in 
the retest was the same as that which contributed to failure in the 
original testj the development was different, being sudden in the 
former case and gradual in the lattero 
During the retest of beam L3, no new cracks developed in 
the region that was formerly subjected to pure moment and none of the 
old cracks changed 0 Instea.d, an entirely new inclined crack gradually 
developed in the half of the beam that bad been subjected to shear 
during the first test and this crack eventually led to failure (See 
Figo 9d) 0 AgainJ though the pattern of the primary crack in the 
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retest was similar to that which led to failure in the original test 
the development ~s different, being gradual in the former case and 
sudden in the lattero This is opposite to the-phenomena associated 
wi th beam L2a C> 
In order to establish more definitely the shape and posi-
tion of the primary cracks associated with each test, Table 3 lists 
the distances to various important po~nts along the crack associated 
with failure, measured vertically from the top of the beam and hori-
zontally from the supporto The quantities listed are defined by 
Figo 100 
(b) Load-Deflection Characteristics 
Curves of total load versus midspan deflection for 
beams Ll through 16 are plotted in Fig 0 11.. The differences in 
initial slope, ultimate deflection, and load-carrying capacity are 
all attributable to the same cause, that is, the differences in span 
length 0 As span length increases, a given moment is associated with 
smaller total load, the structure is more flexible and therefore 
subject to greater deflections, and the slope of the load-deflection 
relation is lesso These phenomena vary in the proper direction in 
Fig 0 11 0 The differences between beams 12 and 12a which had the same 
span length are probably due to differences in concrete strength and 
the presence of clamp-on stirrups on 12ao The long horizontal portion 
of the curve for beam L6 corresponds to yielding of the reinforcemento 
Beam 16 failed in flexureo 
Total load versus midspan deflection for the retested 
beams is plotted in Figo 120 The deflections corresponding to any 
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particular load are understandably less in the retests because of the 
shorter spans used 0 The sudden change in slope at 48 kips on the 
curve for beam LlR is associated with a crack pattern on the side of 
the beam that suggests that subsequent load was carried by arch 
action, as pointed out aboveo This perhaps accounts for the sudden 
change in slope and the increased load-carrying capacity of the beam 
under retest 0 In the curve for beam L2R, the sha.rp drop at a load of 
32 kips corresponds to the sudden development of a diagonal tension 
crack, as mentioned previouslyo The ultimate load is almost identical 
with that obtained in the original test and in every other respect the 
curve represents what was to be expectedo In the curve for beam L2aR, 
the drop at 40 kips is associated with initial crushing of the concrete 
in the compression zone above an inclined cracko The increased load-
carr,yip~ capacity of L2aR as compared to L2a may be attributable to a 
greater concrete strength at the end of the beam involved in the 
retest than at the end which failed in the original test 0 Another 
reason might be that the deptp of beam involved in the crushing 
failure was greater in the retest t:b..a.n in the original test a In the 
curve for beam L3, the drop at a load of 28 kips is associated with the 
sudden development of a diagonal crack, but one that did not contribute 
to the final crushir...g failureo The greater load-carrying capacity 
under retest may perhaps ag,ain be due to greater strength of concrete 
at the section involved in the failure 0 
It is to be noted that all the beams retested carried at 
least as much load under retest as under the original testa In the 
case of beam Ll, it was pointed out that this may be due to the 
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tendency for short beams to ca~ry load by arch action rather than pure 
beam actiono Since all retests were made on' spans shorter than those 
for the original test of each beam, the' possibility of arch action rray 
be advanced as the- reason for·the greater load carrying capacity under 
retest for all the beamso 
(c) Modes of Failure 
Original Tests'~ The modes of failure of the- specimens 
tested under-original test conditions can be divided into three groups: 
snear-cozqpression, diagonal'tension, flexure .. 
Shear-compression failure is characterized by a gradual 
development of' the d.iagonal crack leMing to failure' and is associated 
wit.h the attainmen-t· of the critical shear necessary for failure before 
the development of the moment necessary for- failure 0 The failure is 
,,?'iolent but occurs only after diago!!.al tension cracks have developed 
extensively at both ends of the beam.. Beams Ll, 12, and L2a, the 
shorter beaIIlS) :failed in this nanne:r 0 
Beams Ll and L2 which bad no clamp=on stirrups a.t the ends 
separated comple-cely alcng the c!'a'~kcausing failureo In each beam a 
horizontal crack opened at the level of the steel from the bottom of 
the crack causing fa.i.1UZ"e, past t;he support, to the end of the beamo 
This crack combined with the crack causing failure to separa'te the- beam 
into two distinct partso Beam L2a had stirTups at the ends which pre-
t ., t"· t +"' II ~., In· ~.-1 1 ~.,., ven' eo_ ms nIB o..!. Sp..Ll. -;:;··~ll.no pJ.~c.n:omenon 0 A...nother effect of the 
stirrups on beam L2a was to cau,~e theC!."11Ebing at the upper end of' the 
critical crack to o~eur u ... l1der the load block rather than outside ito 
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In beams Ll and L2, complete destruction of the compression zone took 
place outside the load blocko 
Diagonal tension failure is associated with the development 
of the moment necessary for failure before the attainment of the critic-
al shearo It is characterized by the sudden development and wide open-
ing of a diagonal tension crack leading immediately to a sudden and 
violent failureo CruShing of the concrete in compreSSion takes place 
wi thin the constant moment region 0 Beams L4 and L5 failed in this 
ma.nnero The failure of beam L3 was intermediate between the above two 
modes 0 The failure-causing crack occurred suddenly but was not opened 
very wide and the crushing was outside the load block 0 The failure 
moment closely corresponded to the calculated shear-moment capacity 
and the shear at failure corresponded to the estimated critical shear} 
indicating attainment of these two quantities at the same timeo 
Beam 16 failed in flexure, with yielding of the steel 
followed by general crushing of the concrete in compression in the 
region of pure momento There were ·no indications of possible failure 
in shear indicating that the failure was well into the range of flexural 
failures (See Figso 4, 5, 6, and 7)0 
Modes of Failure under Retest: The failures of the short 
beams under retest followed no definite patterno Beam LlR crushed 
adjacent to the load block at the top end of a diagonal crack in the 
span of the beam formerly subjected to flexure only 0 Crack formation 
and crushing occurred simultaneously 0 The failure occurred after 
loading was stopped; it was gradual and extended over a discernible 
period 0 Beam L2R failed under retest by splitting off of the end 
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that bad formerly been the pure moment regiono The splitting occurred 
along the steel to the point where the inclined crack crossed the 
steel and then up the crack to the edge of the load block where there 
was slight crushing 0 The :railure occurred while load was being 
applied 0 Beam L2aR failed by crushing under the load block at the 
ends of the inclined cracks that existed in both halves of the spano 
The crushing extended deeply into the beam <> The failure -was in shear 
rather than flexure, however, since flexure cracks were only slightly 
developed whereas shear cracks extended almost to the top of the beamo 
Beam L3R failed under retest in practically the same manner it :railed 
in the original testa A diagonal crack developed suddenly in the span 
that had formerly been subjected to both moment and shear 0 The crack 
extended to the edge of the load. block where there was slight crushing 0 
There was no inclined crack in the other balf' of the span 0 All of the 
failures under retest were shear failures (See Figo 9)0 
( d) Measured Capacity of Beams 
In Table 4 are listed the measured loads and corresponding 
shears and moments for what is felt to be the two most important 
stages in each beamis test nistory, namely the stage when the crack 
causing failure first became horizontal at the top (Ph) and the stage 
when the beam failed (p)o The dead load was not considered for the 
u 
sake of simplicity in calculation; the error was never more than three 
per cent 0 From statiCS, the shears corresponding to the two stages 
mentioned are Vh = Ph/2 and Vu = Pu/2o The moments listed in Table 4 
are: 
~ = Vh~ = the moment at the point where the crack causing failure 
became horizontal at the load at which the crack became 
horizontal, 
M = V x (or V a if x > a) = the moment at the point of failure at 
u u u u u 
the load causing failureo 
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Muh = "hxu (or Vha if Xu > a) = the moment at the point where failure 
ultimately occurred at the load at which the crack causing 
failure became horizontal, and 
M = V a = the maximum moment in the span at failure 0 
ma.x u 
There is no value of Ph in Table 4 for beam L6 since it 
failed in flexure and had no inclined crack that developed to the point 
of being horizontalo There are also no values of Ph for the retests of 
beams Ll, L2a and L3 because there was no stage in the development of 
the crack causing failure when that crack was horizontal; it was 
inclined all the way to the top of the bearno There are, therefore, 
no corresponding values of Vh ; Muh for these beamso 
The values of Ph and P
u 
are the same for aid ratios of 4 
and greater because the stages corresponding to full development of the 
crack and failure of the beams are the sameo That is, the crack contri-
buting to failure developed its entire length at one timeo 
Values of Vh are plotted versus aid in Figo 130 Note the 
similarity to Figo lao One difference seems to be that in the actual 
case the critical shear (if Vh can be taken as Va) 'levels off, suggest-
ing toot perhaps a value of 11 0 5 kips could be taken as a lower limit 
for the cross-section of the beams considered in this reporto 
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Values of Mu (circles) and Muh (crosses) are plotted 
versus a/ d in Fig <> 140 Values of Mu and Muh coincide identically for 
aid = 4, 5, and 60 Of course, there is no value of Muh for aid = 7, 
{beam L6)G One interpretation of the plot is suggested by the inclined 
dashed line which assumes that the shear, Vh, corresponding to the 
full development to the crack causing failUre is the critical shear, 
V of Fig 0 10 Horizontal lines representing the limiting shear and 
o 
flexure moments, Ms and Mf , respectively, arealsodraWDo The intersec-
tions of the inclined line with the two horizontal lines establishes 
the transition zone of diagonal tension failures between shear-
compreSSion and flexure failures Q Figure 14 may now be compared with 
Figo 1 which was the basiS for the investigationo. One important 
difference between Figo 1 and Figo 14 is that Fig. 1 is developed for 
the maximum moment, whereas Figo 14 is plotted with moment at the 
position of failure. For the cross-section under consideration the 
transition points seem to be at aid = 4 and aid = 6050 
In order to present the data in Figo 14 in a more consistent 
manner it is necessary to adjust tre measured values of moment for the 
variation in concrete strength 0 The expression for limiting shear-
moment is 
and is primarily a function of flo Therefore, the moments listed in 
c 
columns 6 and 7 of Table 4 may be corrected to ·a constant value of 
fa = 4000 psi by multiplying them by the ratio of the calculated 
c 
shear-moment for a beam with ft = 4000 psi to the calculated shear-
c 
moment for a beam with f' equal to the respective values for each 
c 
actual beam. 
Column 1 at Table 5 lists the calculated shear-moment 
capacity, Ma , for each beam based on its actual cross-sectional 
s 
properties. These values were calculated from Eq. 30 Column 2 
lists the values of the ratio M4/~, where M4 is the calculated 
s s s 
shear-moment capacity of a beam with f' = 4000 psi and p = 0.0336 
c 
(M4 = 462 in.-kips) 0 This ratio is called Ko Columns 3 and 4 of 
s 
Table 5 list the values of ! multiplied by columns 6 and 7 of 
Table 4, respectively" These values, KMuh and KM
u
' are then the 
measured moments at the position of failure, at cracking and at 
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failure, adjusted to fr = 4000 psi 0 They are shown in Fig. 15, which 
c 
is a plot of the adjusted moment values versus a/d$ It should be 
noted that the adjustment for concrete strength is no greater than 
the scatter that would normally be expected in an investigation of 
this kind" 
The adjusted values for the beams under retest were calcu-
lated on the basis of the limiting shear-moment expression for stub 
beams~: 
(M4 = 521 in.-kips) 
s 
(4) 
These values were-not plotted because of their doubtful significance. 
Column 5 of Table 5 includes the calculated flexural ca:pa.-
city of the test specimens from the equation 
r 
I 
I 
I 
I 
pf 
~ A f del - 2f~) 
s y c 
This value has meaning only for beam L6 which failed in flexure. 
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value in column 5, Table 5 is to be compared with the value in column 7 
of Table 4. 
(e) Measured Concrete Strains 
Figure 16 is a graph of the measured concrete strains at 
failure on the top of the beam between and just outside the load 
blocks for beams L2a, L4, L5, and L6. The one high value in the plot 
for beam L2a is to be expected since the gage recording this value 
was adjacent to the position of failureo The rather 'low values of 
strain indicated for beams 14 and L5 result from the fact that it was 
impossible to measure the strains at the instant of failure since 
failure occurred so suddenly 0 It is most probable that at the instant 
of failure the strains at some point were much highero (The slow 
failure of beam L2a allowed the measurement of strain at incipient 
failure) 0 Beam L6 which failed in flexure exhibited an ordinary 
distribution of strain. Failure occurred at a strain of 000034 which 
is within the range of accepted valueso 
(f) Calculation of klk3 
The quantity ~ is the ratio of the maximum concrete stress 
developed in the beam to the strength obtained from tests of standard 
6 by l2-in. cylinders 0 The quantity ~ is the ratio of the area of the 
stress block to the area of the rectangle of altitude k d and base k3f'; 
u c 
the terms ~ and kj always appear as a product and cannot be determined 
separately. For the purposes of this investigation, the product was 
determined from the equations of equilibrium in the following way: 
then, 
M 
u 
(1 - kk )r'bk d2 2 u c u 
(6) 
(8) 
where k2d is the depth to the centroid of the stress block and is 
taken as Oo42d, and k d is the distance from the top of the beam to 
u 
the top of the inclined crack causing failure (Fig. 10)G 
The results of this calculation for the beams tested are 
listed in Table 6. Column 1 is the same as column 4, Table 3, and 
column 5 contains values of ~ ~ resulting from the calculation. The 
values in column 6 are computed from the following formula for ~~ (2): 
10.8 f' 
c 
= 1·37 - 100,000 
This formula was derived from tests of beams failing in flexure and 
agrees well with measured value for beam L6. For all other beams, 
the measured value is much higher. This disagreement suggests that 
some other factors may enter in the case of beams failing in shear. 
90 Conclusions for Part A 
It seems valid to conclude tp~t for any particular beam 
cross-section, a value of critical shear, V , may be determined as 
o 
the shear at that load on the beam at which the crack causing failure 
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becomes horizontal 0 How this value varies with concrete strength and 
steel percentage can only be determined from additional tests on beams 
having different cross-sectional properties. The general concept of 
two quantities being necessary for shear failure, critical shear and 
shear-moment, is borne out by the tests. Also the concept of a 
transition range (the range of diagonal tension failures) between 
shear-compression failures and flexural failures was verified. For 
the cross-section investigated, this range was between aid = 4 and 6.50 
III. PART B: TESTS OF UNIFORMLY LOADED BEAMS 
10. Basis for Test Program 
The simply-supported beam subjected to a uniformly distri-
buted load may fail in shear or in flexure depending on the values of 
M , Mf , V J and on the span length, L9 Theoretically, the behavior s 0 
of such a beam can be correlated with that of the beam with concentrat-
ed loads illustrated in Figo 1. Consider the beam shown in Fig. 17. 
It is simply-supported on a span of length ~.and is subjected to a 
uniformly distributed load of w pounds per foot of lengtho The cross-
section of the beam is assumed to be the same as that of the beam in 
Fig. 1. The values of Ms and Mf are thus the same but, for purposes 
of simplification, it has been assumed that the value of the critical 
shear V is independent of the M/v ratio and has a constant value 
o 
equal to the value of V at a = a in Figo l(b). In Figo 13, it can 
o cr 
be seen that Vh (taken equal to Vo ) is practically constant for values 
of aid greater than four, which is the transition between shear-
compression and diagonal tension failureso The assumption of a 
constant V is, therefore not unreasonable. 
o 
It is assumed that, in order for a shear failure to occur 
in the beam of Figo 17, it is necessary that both M and V be reached 
s 0 
at some critical section along the beamo This section is indicated 
in Fig. 17 at a distance a L from the end of the beam where M and V 
o s 0 
are reached simultaneously 0 At any point to the left of the critical 
section, the critical shear V will be reached at a lower load than 
o· 
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that corresponding to failure' at the critical section, but the limit-
ing shear-moment M will not be reached until a load higher than 
,. s 
that required for failure at the critical section is reachedo Simil-
arly) at any point to the right of the critical section, the moment 
Ms will be.reached at a lower load but the shear V will be reached o . 
ata higher load than that corresponding to failure at the critical 
sectiono It is thus evident that failure should always occur at the 
critical section for the conditions assumed in Figo 170 
For the ass~tion of a constant critical shear) V , the 
o 
conditions governing failure in uniformly loaded beams can be derived 
analytically as follows: 
The moment a't any point on the left ball of the span of 
the beam in Figo 17 can be expressed as 
2 
M = wL 01(1 - o:} 
2 
Similarly, the shear at any point is 
V :;:wL{l - 20) 
2 
It bas been assumed, however, that shear failure will occur at a 
section a L from the end of the beam when 
o 
wL2 o. (1 
-
M=M 0 = 2 s 
and 
0: j 
0 
wL{l 
-
20. ) 
0 V=V .- 2 0 
Divi.ding Eqo (12) by Eqo (13), and dividing the result by L, we 
obtain: 
M 
s 
VL= 
o 
0; (1 - a ) 
o· 0 
1 - 20; 
o 
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(14) 
For a given beam, M can presums.bly be computed from the properties s .. . 
of the cross-sectiono At the present time, V can be determined 
o 
from tests such as those reported in Part A or the ratioM Iv are 
.' S 0 
known, and since the span length L is known for a given beam, the 
quantity 0; can be computed from Eqo 140 The location of the critical 
o 
section, 0; L from the end of the span, is thus determinedo 
o . 
Since, according to the assumptions made, the beam fails in 
shear when the moment reaches M at a L from the support, the maximum 
S 0 
moment at midspan at failure, M ,can then be computed from the 
max 
expression 
The ratio MmaxiMs is significant since shear failure can 
occur only if this ratio is less than the ratio of the ultimate flexur-
al moment to the limiting shear-moment, M ..:/M c If M..p/M is less than 
..!. S J. S 
M 1M, failure will occur in flexure at midspan before the shear-
max' s 
moment M is reached simultaneously with V at the critical sectiono 
s 0 
The condition for shear failure can then be expressed as 
Mf > 1 M 4 0; ~--l--a---;r"} 
s 0 0 
or 
< 4 a (l - a ) 
o 0 
The right band side of Eq 0 16 is a function only of a 0 However, 
o 
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(16) 
from Eq 0 14, a is seen to be a function only of M Iv L 0 The condi-
o s o· 
tion stated by Eq & 16 cari. thus be written also as 
Ms Ms 
- < function of -M.p V L 
.L 0 
The relation expressed by Eqo 17 is shown in Figo 18 in 
which the maximum value of the ratio Ms/Mf for which shear failure 
'* can occur is plotted as a function of the ratio V LIM 0 The dimen-
o s 
sionless ratio V LIM can also be expressed as 
o s 
in which d is the effective depth of the beamo In this form, the 
ratio consists of two parts: the Lid term involves the span cbaracter-
istics of the beam, while the other term is a function of the properties 
of the beam cross-sectiono 
The significance of the relation shown in Figo 18 is best 
illustrated by a hypothetical exampleo Consider a simply-supported 
"* Each point on the curve in Figo 18 represents values of V LIM and 
o s 
M IM~ obtained from Eqso 14 and 16, respectively, for the same value s _ . 
of ao The curle shown represents values of a ranging from about 
a a 
0010 to 00500 
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beam having a span of 110 in~ and cross-sectional properties such 
that the computed shear-moment is only 006 of the computed flexural 
Assume further that the ratio M/V 
s 0 
has been determined from tests such as those reported in Part A and 
that M /V = 4 ft. On Figo 18, the abscissa 
s 0 
and the ordinate 
Since the ordinate to the curve at V L/M = 203 is equal to 0079 on 
o s 
Figo 18, the assumed beam will fail in shearo The location of the 
section of failure can be found from Eqo 14 for M /V L = 1/2030 
s 0 
The resulting value of ex is 0044, ani the distance from the end of 
o 
the span to the critical section is 0044 x 110 = 4804 ino The 
moment at the section of failure will be equal to M but the maximum 
s 
moment at midspan will be equal to M /0079 = 1026 M 0 This moment 
s s 
is of' course smaller than MoP which is equal to M /006 = 1~67 M 0 
..L S S 
II 0 Test Specimens, Equipment, Procedure 
The reader is referred to Section 7 of this report for 
information concerning materials and the procedures connected with 
the casting and curing of specimenso The only difference in practice 
with respect to the second series of beam£ was the placing of handling 
hooks much nearer the ends of the beams so as not to interfere with the 
load blockso The properties of the concrete mixes are given in Table 70 
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(a) Description of Beams 
All beams were rectangular in cross-section and reinforced 
in tension only 0 The properties of the beams are given in Table 8" 
The beams cross-section dimensions of 6 by l2 ino were the same as 
those of the beams described in Part Ao The span lengths were 
chosen to insure shear failures, although this endeavor was not entire-
ly successful. 
Clamp-on stirrups were placed at the ends of some of the 
beams to prevent anchorage or bond failures; their. location is indicat-
ed in Table 80 The age of the beams at the time of testing is given 
in Table 80 
(b) Instrumentation 
Deflections were measured at midspan and the quarter points 
on all the beams with the apparatus described in Section 7 0 (See 'Figo 19) 0 
No strains were measured on the beams tested under uniform loado 
( c) Loading Apparatus 
The beams were tested in a rig designed to apply ten equal 
uniformly-spaced concentrated loads" How closely the ten loads approxi-
mate a true uniform load is shown by the shear diagram in Figo 20(b)o 
The loads were applied by ten Blackhawk hydraulic jacks, of lO-ton 
capacity each, reacting against a steel beam attached to two frames 
that were anchored to the floor 0 The ja,cks were connected by high 
pressure hose to a brass manifold which in turn was connected to a 
gage of 5000 psi capacity and a hydraulic pump" The gage face was 
marked off in divisions of 50 psi of hydraulic pressure" Before use 
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on the project, the gage was calibrated in Talbot Laboratory to read 
directly the total J.oad on the ten jacks 0 The area of the jack rams 
was approximately 2 sqo ino each, yielding a total capacity for the 
system of 100,000 lbo Because of the nature of a hydraulic system, 
the load on each jack was the same at any one time during the testing 
of a specimen, regardless of the length of ram extension, except for 
negligible differences due to differences in friction.. Each jack 
was calibrated separately prior to use on the project.and the differ-
ences in friction between jacks was smaller than the .smallest division 
on the pressure gageo 
The jacks were held with their bases against the steel 
reaction beam by two 1 x 1 x 1/8 in .. channels, one on each side of 
the jack bases, with tightened bolts ~lnning between the channels to 
hold the jacks by frictiono The channels were clamped to the 
reaction beam at their ends.. Consequently, the jack rams moved down 
against the specimen durlilg testingo The load was transmitted from 
each of the rams to the specimen through a 105~ino diameter chrome 
steel alloy ball seated in l/8-ino depressions in the end of the ram 
and in the center of a 6 x 6 x 3/4~ino plate resting on a 6 x 6 x 1 1/2-
ino plate which in turn. rested on the beamo The beam -was separated 
from the lower plate by a 6 x 6 x 3/8-4to piece of leather 0 This 
arrangement facilitated the pOSitioning of the jack and ball joint 
with respect to the beamo 
The beams rested on the same bearing blocks described in 
Section 10 Pnese blocks were seated in plaster on concrete abutments, 
which in turn were supported on the floor (See Figo 19)0 
( d) Testing Procedure 
Load was applied in about 10 increments to failure. 
Manual pumping was stopped after applying each increment of load, and 
a valve between the pump and the Jacks was closed. Deflection read-
ings and time were then recorded, and cracks were observed and marked 
with inko At important stages in the crack development, the beam 
was photographedo A certain amount of drop-off in load and change 
in deflection occurred whi1.e cracks were being marked. It is felt 
that this drop-off was due to creep of the specimen since no leaks 
could be detected in the hydraulic system and the shut-off valve was 
capable of holding 10,000 psi without leaking. The beams were 
loaded until they ruptured colnpletely. The length of time re~uired" 
to test each beam averaged five to six hours. 
12 0 Test Results 
(a) Crack Patterns and Development and Modes of Failure 
Figures 21 through 26 contain photographs of beams Dl 
through D6 at various stages of loading. Figure 2l contains compos-
ite photographs of the north side of beam Dl. The numbered cross 
lines on a crack indicate the extent of that crack at the load 
corresponding to the number shown. It can be seen from Figo 2l that 
the flexural cracks developed first but progressed only slightly 
once the inclined cracks at the ends of "the beam began to develop_ 
It can also be noticed that once shear cracks started their develop-
ment per load increment was much faster than the previous develop-
ment of the flexural cracks. The crack which ultimately led to 
failure was completely developed before failure, even beyond the 
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point where the crushing associated "With failure occurred. At the 
time of failure, one shear crack was well developed at each end of 
the beam, perhaps a li: ttle more so at the failing end .. 
Failure of beam Dl consisted of a sudden widening of the 
most fully developed shear crack accompanied by crushing of the 
concrete above a horizontal portion of the cracko Also associat~d 
wi th the failure but perhaps of secondary importance were two verti-
cal cr.acks extending from the fail.u.re crack to the top of the beam, 
concentrated cracking at the bottom of the beam at the point where 
the failure crack crossed the reinforcement, and horizontal cracking 
along the reinforcement from the failure crack to the near end of 
the beamo The steel did not pull out, however 0 
In the test of beam D2, the flexure cracks again developed 
to a considerable extent before shear cracks opened, and again 
practically ceased their development once the shear cracks startedo 
Development of the primsry shear cracks at each end of the beam 
progressed quickly until the cracks became horizontal, after which 
development was very slow 0 Shear cracking was equally well developed 
at both ends of the beam when failure occurred (See Figo 22)0 
-, 
Failure of beam D2 occurred suddenly and seemed to consist 
primarily of disintegration of the concrete around the steel just 
above one support, accompanied by sudden widening of the existing 
shear crack at that end of the beam and pulling out of the steel from 
the overhang anchorageo Secondary effects noted were splitting of 
the concrete along the reinforcement toward the center of the span 
and breaking a1vay of the portion of the beam separated by the failure 
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crack from the main body of the beamo This breaking away w.s associat-
ed with a transverse crack across the top of the beam rather than 
I 
crushing of the concrete above the failure crack. 
In the test of beam D3, which bad a cross section but 
longer span tban Dl and D'2, the flexure cracks again developed almost 
to their full extent before the inception of shear craeking.(See 
Fig ... 23) 0 The shear crack at the west end of the beam developed 
suddenly and fully before the shear crack at the east end startedo 
The west shear crack then remained practically dormant while the east 
end of the beam developed shear cracking, slowly at first, then very 
suddenly 0 Both ends of the beam were then fully cracked and a subse-
q uent increase in load caused failure. 
The failure of beam D3 consisted pril:rarlly of a sudden 
widening of the west shear crack accompanied by crushing of the concrete 
above the end of that cracko This crushing extended over a considerable 
a.rea above the horizontal portion of" the failure crack.. Secondary 
effects noted were some splitting of the concrete at the level of the 
steel from the fa.ilure crack toward the center of the beam and an 
abrupt change in the deflected shape of the bottom surface of the 
beam at the point where the rai~ure crack met the reinforcemente 
In the test of beam D4, flexure cra.cks developed to a level 
above mid-height before the inception of inclined cracks.(See Figo 24)0 
ft~ ~nclined cracks developed] the flexure cracks continued to developo 
'. 
At the west end of the beam, the inclined cracks were simply flexure 
cracks that bent overo At the east end of the beam, however, a fully 
developed inclined crack :formed its entire length during one load 
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increment. At this stage the inclined cracks were all closer to- the 
top of the beam than the flexure cracks 0 However, the inclined cracks 
ceased to progress and- the flexure-- cracks continued to develop under 
additional load until flexural failure occurred at the center of the 
beam. 
The- compression-area invo-lved----in the failure- of beam D4 
extended several inches -each side- ·ofmidspan-.- The-large-deflection, 
the remoteness of shear -cracks, and---the- -depth and :progress of- crushing 
definitely es~blish the- mode--of failure of- D4 as fleXtlr~. 
In the initial stages of the test--of beam- D5, the shortest 
of the beams:; the- flexuralcra-cks in the- center of the beam-extended 
to a great height- and were-higher-than flexural cracks near the- ends 
of the beam. - (See Fig. 25. Note: The- third photograph from- the top 
is composite .. ) Inclined cracks 'Were- non-existent at this stage. Sub-
sequently, however, inclined cracks, stemming -f'ronr -snail flexural 
cracks at the beam ends, developed very rapidly while the- center ~lex­
ural cracks nearly stopped. The crack at the west end of the beam 
extended a greater distance horizonta.:lly toward the center of the beam 
and -was the crack associated with failureo 
Failure of' beam D5 consi-sted of crushing of the concrete-
above the horiz-ontaJ. porti:on of the shear crack accompanied by a 
sudden widening of that crack. The crack was wide enough to see 
through.. The failure was sudden but- not- violent .. 
Figure- 26-- ·conta.'ins composi te-"photographs of beam D6 at 
various stages of loading <> It can be seen that flexural cracks 
developed to an even height over the entire length of the beam 
duri.ng the first stages of loading. Then inclined cracks a teach end 
of the beam: developed and the' progre-s's of' the-~lexural cracks cea-sed., 
The inclined crack at the,- 'east end, was" more fully' developed' in its 
early stages' than that-at-' the west end. '-So'ou, -however J the two 
inclined' cracks' reached"equi-valent"'-stages' of'deve-lopment' and each had 
a somewba t horizontal -portion when failure occurred .. 
Failure' of" beam'D6-"occUlI ed- 'while load was' being appli'ed 
and cons±st-ed-"'of'- -crushing-'of 'the- -'concrete- in the campI es sian" -zone' 
above part- of the'- hortz-ontal portion' '01'-- the- 'inclined: crack at the 
west end. The' failure was sudden and WS'S accompanied' 'by a loud' 
report and:o:pening 'of the crack at- the' -west-' end ,to a width of about 
1/4 ino In additiOIrj" a 'secom--inc-lined- -crack formed.- 'in its entirety 
at the west end of- the-'beam:at' failure. It'wa's located- between- the 
center line 01'- the- beam and the crack associated with failure-. 
This is the only beam tested- to' date on this project which 
exhibited two fully developed inclined cracks at one end. It is felt 
tba. t this second crack formed either imInedia tely before or simul-
taneously with crushing but there- is no definite evidence as to the 
exact sequence of the failure phenomena.. Beam D6 is to be compared 
with beams Dl and- D2, which had the same s:pa.n, width, depth, and 
steel percentage. 
Tab-I'e 9 lists- the"'distanc-es' to- ':bIIportant-'-poims along--the' 
crack assqciated with failure for all of the uniformly-loaded beams. 
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(b) Load-Deflection Characteristics 
The load versus-midspan deflection for beams DI, D2 and 00 
is plotted in Fig .. 27 and for beams D3, D4, and D5 in Figo 28. The 
curves have been grouped this way because beams Dl, D2, and D6 have 
the same spano; width, depth,' ~dsteel p~-centa.ge while beams D3, D4, 
and D5 have varying cbaracteristicso (See Table 80) 
The initial slopes'of' the curves f'or Dl, D2, and D6are' 
almost identical, as' is to ,be' 'expectedo The-- increased capacity of 
D6 over Dl, in' spite"'of 'the'lower 'concrete" -strength" associated "With 
D6, may possibly be' due' to' the"' presence of end stirrups' on n6 which 
tended to prevent- the opening of the- inclined cracks, once they 
formed 0 The higher' capacity of D2 can reasonably be attributed to the 
higher strength concrete in this beam .. 
The sharp break in the load-deflectio~ curve for beam Dl 
at a .load of approx:i..m9.tely38 kips is associated with the sudden' 
development- of the" inclined crack at the' east end of the beamo (See 
Figo 21 .. ) The two breaks in the" curve' for beam: D2 at approximately 
3705 and 40 kips are associated "With the sudden development of 
inclined cracks at the west and east ends of the beam, respectively 0 
Dif:ferences' in the initial slopes of the load-deflection 
curves for beams D3, D4, and D5 in Figo 28, are due to the' varying 
span lengths 0 The sharp' breaks in the curve-' for bea.m D3 at loads 
of approximately 39 and 4405 kips are associated' with the:' sudden 
1;/1 
development of diagonal tension cracks'at"the west and east ends, 
respectively 0 (See Figo 230) 
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Yielding of the reinforcement in beam D4 is the cause of the 
long horizontal portion of the load-deflection curve for this beam, 
a characteristic feature of flexural failures • The increased deflec-
tion of beam"- D3 over beam D5 is, of course, due to the longer span 
of beam D3. 
(c) MeastUed--capaci ty of"£ea.ms-
In Table- 10 are-listed- the- measured capacities -of- the" beams" 
at two COIUlIIlr"l contains valueso:f: 
the total load on- the- beam- -at the-- time the crack associated -with 
failure be-came- horizontal (Ph). There" is no-- value of Ph for-beam 1)4 
since it failed in flexure and-no inclined-" crack can be associated 
with failure, although the inclined cracks existing at failure bad 
developed horizontal portions. Column 2 contains values of the load 
on the beam when collapse -occurred (p )., These are also values of 
u 
the ms.ximum load sustained except for beam D3. It will be-noticed 
that in Figo 28 there is a point on the load-deflection curve for 
beam D3 which represents a total load of 44.5 kips; a load higher 
than the 42.3 kip-s which is reported for the failure load. The 
a ttainment of the ~oad of 44., 5 kips-, though followed by sudden severe 
cracking, was not followed by complete loss of load~carrying capacity, 
as shown by the-remsinder- of the load-deflection diagram. At the 
present time-, the- explanation- of this behavior seems-- to- be- that the-
load of 44.5 kips was nece-ssa.ry- to pro:pagate the cracks- which led to 
a cracked condition capable of sustaining a load of only 42.3 kips& 
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Had the loading apparatus been able to maintain the load of 44.5 kips 
after cracking occurred', instead- o~ allowing' the load to fall to 38.8 
kips, as shown on the curve in- Fig. 28, the beam- would probably have 
failed inmrediately. However,; failure upon the subsequent attainment 
of a load o:f4203 kips indicates' that per-haps the load of 44.5 aps 
was an UDStable'cond"i tion. The'- value-s of P and P list'ea' are total h u 
load and"include the dead load of the beams and part of the loading 
apparatus. 
The va1.uesof- shear listed in c'olumns 3 J 4-, and 5 of 
Table 10 are values that prevailed' at various points along the beam 
when failure occurred. The quantities are defined as follows: 
shear at section where crack associated with 
failure became--horiz'ontal, at time of ~ailure .. 
v = shear at section of failure at time of failures 
u 
V ms.x = ms.ximum shear on the beam, ( = p j 2) • 
No formulas are given for Vh and V since the values in the table u u 
were determined ~ram actual plots of the' shear a~ong the beam at 
failure 0 No value of' V hu is listed for beam D4 for the same reason 
that no value of Ph was listed. Of course, V for beam D4 is zero 
u 
since failure took place' at mids:pano 
To determine the- distribution of moment at any particular 
stage of the test, the moment d±a.gra;mfor the ten loads can of course 
easily be' draWIlo However, a Simpler though slightly approximate' 
method is available- 0 Considerthe'load±ng arrangement' used in these' 
tests, that is, ten "concentrated loads equal to pliO each and s:paced 
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z ino apart, with a full space between the end load and the reactiono 
This arrangen"ent for one"-ha.;tf span is illustrated in Fig. 200 The 
moment at midspan is 1.5 pz with this arrangement. Now consider a 
uniformly distributed-load extending from reaction to reaction and 
equal to 12 pill.. The load per- unit length is then 
but L = liz so 
" 12 P 
w = II L 
l2P 
w = l2lz (18) 
However, the moment at -midspan, M , under this load is 
o 
(19) 
Therefore:, for- the :purpose- of computation, the actual load P can be 
replaced by a total uniform "load of 12 P/llo The- moment at" midspan is 
the same. The moments" at all other points along the" beam are less 
than 1 percent in error. Substi tut"ing a distributed load of 12 Pill 
for the true load P results, then, in the following expressions for 
the quanti ties listed in columns 6-) 7) and 8 of Table 10, namely: 
= the moment at the section where" failure ultimately 
occurs, at the time at which the crack associat"ed 
with failure becomes horizontal. This moment can 
be expressed as 
M = max 
= 6Phza (1 - a ) u u 
the" maximum moment sustained by the beam at failureo 
It can be expressed as 
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M = 
u 
the moment at the section of failure at the time of 
failure. It can be expressed by 
12P 12P (X)2 
M = (~) (~) ( ) ( u) u 
u 11 2 Xu - l2lz z 
= 6p za (I a) 
u u u 
= 4 ex (1 - ex ) M 
u u max 
The above formulas were used to compute the- values in Table 10. No 
va~ue of Muh is listed for beam-D4 for the- same reason that no values 
of Ph orVhu are listed. The values of- 14 and M are the -same for_ u n:a.x 
beam D4 since failure was at midspan. 
13. Analysis of Results 
(a) Calculation of' ~ ~ 
The calculation of kl ~ is carried out in Table 11 in a 
manner similar to that used for the beams reported in Part A. The 
values in column 5 were calculated by Eqo 8 and the values in column 
6 by Eq. 9. The values listed for beam D4 failed in flexure. 'As in 
Table 6, one again finds the test values- of ~~ for the beams failing 
in shear much higher than the computed values .. 
(b) Analysis of stress Distribution at Failure- Section 
The use of Eqo 8 to calculate the- test values of ~~ in 
COlUIDIl 5, Table 6 and column 5, Tab le- 11 involves the assumpt:i:on that 
all the compression in the beam at failure is taken by the concrete 
-
above the inclined crack associated with failure.. It is felt-- that-
the values of kl ~ computed in this manner are unreasonably high and 
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that the· stress distribution· on the failure section involves concrete 
below the inclined crack as well as above it. 
In Fig. 29(a) is dra'WIl a free-body diagram of one end of a 
beam at failure· showing the typical inclined crack and crushing. The 
internal resisting moment', M , has been- rep-laced by the couple con-
u 
siating of the equal forces .£ and~, the compression in the· concrete· 
and tension in the- steel, respectively. In Fig. 29(b), the beam bas 
been divided into· two free-bodies along the inclined crack. The total 
compression, £, bas been divided into Cl and C2 and. distributed between 
the sections above and below the crack. Axis ~ in free-body (2) is the 
intersection of a vertical plane through the section of crushing with 
the plane of the reinforcement·o Considering the'· equilibrium of free-
body (2) it can be seen that some force must act to create a moment 
about axis ~ in opposition to that exerted by the compression force, 
c2 • The only internal force· that could act on free-body (2) to resist 
the moment C2d2 is a shear in the reinforcing steel, designated by V2 ' 
such that 
A vertical force is now required to balance the effect of V2 as a force; 
this balance is evidently supplied by the downward acting shear in the 
concrete below the crack at the section of·· failure· 'Which nnrst-, there-
fore, also equal V2 • Further consideration of free-body (2) -dictates 
that 
(21) 
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TraD$ferring the forces in the steel to free-body (1) it can be seen 
that 
(22) 
The total shear on the failure section due to the external forces is 
v , so that the' shear a.cting above the crack at the failure section is 
u 
Considering' the sv~tion of moments about axis £ in free-body 
(1) gives 
(24) 
The assumed strain and corresponding' stress d"istributions at the 
failure section at ul.ti.nBte are illustrated in Figo 300 The value of 
Cl can be approxima.ted by assuming that ~ ~ for the concrete above 
the crack is the same' as that obtained in tests of beams failing in 
flexure 0 This gives 
where ~kj is computed from Eqo 90 irhe' position of C1 can be reason-
ably taken as k
u
d/2 from the top of the beamo 
The magnitude and position of C2 are not so easily deter-
mined 0 If a straight line distribution' of stress as well as strain is 
assumed, as shown- in Figo 30~c), the expression for the compression 
below the crack is 
where d U = d(l - ku)o This expression for C2 involves two unknowns, 
fc2 and kg 0 
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One equation for their solution is supplied by staticso 
Assuming no tension in the concrete and taking moments about the 
tens~on reinforcement, 
(28) 
(28a) 
The second equation is supplied by considerations of com-
patibility of strainso In Figo 30(b) 
from which 
But 
T C1 + C2 
Es = E A == E A (31) 
s s s s 
Substituting f 2/E for ~ 2 and taking E IE == n gives 
c c eSC 
Substituting Eqo 26 and rearranging 
C1 
f = ----~------~------------
c2 A ,,1 ) 1 ( ) 
n s\k! ~ 1 - 2 bdk i 1 -k~ 
~-
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Equations 28 and 33 can then be used for the simultaneous solution of 
fc2 and k' using measured values of M
u
' and k
ud' and- computed- values 
of kl~ and-n. Using Eq. 26, C2 can be determined. The quantity d2 
can be computed from 
(34) 
or f'rom Eq .. 270 
The values- of C2 and other pertinent -quantities for all 
beams failing in shear reported herein- are listed in Table 120 Colunm 
1 -was computed with Eq. 25, column-- 2 wi thEq 0 2&, columns 8 and 9 
wi th Eqs 0 28 and 33, and- colUlIIIl- 10 with Eqo 260 
The- values of V2 in colunm-6 represent the shear carried by 
the steel at the bottom of the inclined cracko The values for beams 
Ll and L2 are quite high and some question exists as to whether the-
steel can transfer such a high shear by dowelling action. The values 
of VI in columri 7 represent- the shear carried by the- concrete above 
the crack" The negative values indicate that this shear acts upward. 
It is felt that this is not reasonable, leading one to believe- that, 
although the assumption of compressive stress below the crack is valid, 
the assumed distri bution of- stress at the failure section is not 
correct.. In future tests an attempt- should be- made- to determine- the 
sta te of strain and- stress in the -concrete by means of strain 
measurements above and below the inclined cracko 
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(c) Computed Capacity of Beams 
~~gure 13 in Part A is a graph of V h versus al d determined 
from the tests of beams loaded at two :points. Figure 31 is a replot 
of this curve with some changes 0 The heavy line labeled V is the 
o 
same line drawn in Fig. 13 as Vh and assumes' that Vh for'the beams 
loaded at t"wo points is the critical shear, V 0' for- uniformly-loaded 
beams with the' same-' cross'-secti-ono The abscissa aid bas been-
replaced by M IVd, which involves the assu:mption that the""mo!IIe!lt" at 
s 
the section of failure will be' M 0 For any given cross-section, the 
s 
value of d is knO'W!l and the value' of' M can be determined from Eq. 1. 
s 
Then a curve' can b~ drawrrfor-V versus M IVd. In other words, any 
s 
value of V is chosen arbitrarily, M IVd is computed and a point is 
s 
plotted for V versus M IVd. Then another value' of V is chosen and 
s 
the process repeatedo This was done for beams Dl, D2, D3 J and D6 and 
the resulting curves are the dashed lines in Fig. 310 The curves for 
'beams 1)4 and D5 were not drawn since these beams bad steel percentages 
different from the beams tested to establish the V curve 0 The inter-
o 
section of a dasbed line and the V Cur1re then yields the values of 
o 
M IVd and V at the section of failure, provided that failure occurs 
s 
at a limiting moment equal to M and a critical shear equal to V 0 
s 0 
The position of failure can the~ be calculatedo A beam with f~= 
c 
4000 pSi, of 000336, and' d = 9094 in. (M = 462 in.-kips) would plot 
s 
as shown in Figo 310 Strictly speaking, if the curve for V is 
o 
determined only f'or ~~ = 4000 psi then it should not be used' ,to pre-
dict the capacity 'of" beams' with concret'e strengths 'different 'from 
4000 psi unless it is assumed that f~ l~s little effect on Voo 
In Table 13, column 3 lists the values of the limiting shear-
moment computed by Ego 10 Column- 4 lists the values of V determined 
o 
from the intersections in Fige 310 Column 6 contains values of the 
location parameter computed in the following way: 
wL2 a (1 - a ) 
u u 
Ms = 2 
and 
I V -= wL(- - ex ) u . 2 u 
From which 
0,2 _ a (2M Iv L + 1) + M Iv L= 0 
u u sus u 
Column 7 contai~~ values of the computed ultimate load 
from the equation 
OM 
u 
Pu = 6 z a (l - a ) 
u u 
wbi.ch is merely a rearrangement of the expression given with the 
defini tion o:f M 0 Columns 8, 9, 10, and 11 of Table 13 contain 
u 
measured quanti ties of M , V , a , and P to be compared with columns 
u u u u 
3, 6, 1 and 80 No computed values appear fOT beam n4 because it 
failed in flexure 0 Only the moment Ms is comput-ed for beam D5 because 
of its diff"ererrt cross-section 0 Columns 12 and 13 of Table 13 con-
tain ra t.ics" or measured- to" computed moments· and total loads, respect-
ivelyo Except- :Eor "beam D2, the-loads were" "more a:c-curate-ly predicted--
than the" moments 0 This is due- apparently to compen-sa tingerI OI'S 
which exist in the prediction of the moment and the location of 
failure, a 0 
u 
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In Table 14 values are listed to be used with Figo 18 to 
predict the mode of failure of the test beams 0 Column 1 -was computed 
using 
columns 2 and 3 utilize" computed--41alues" from Table 13 I> Using column-
2 as the ordinate" and- columzl" 3 as- the- abscissa with Figo 18, it can be" 
seen that all beams- for" which the data are available are predicted to 
fail in shear, as they dido 
Cd) Nominal Shear Stre-sses-
Nominal shear-"stres-s-es- at various points along the beam at 
the load" causing failure are listed" in Table 150 No relation is 
apparent between the nominal shear- -stress and any important parameter 0 
In reality, beam D6 which was identical to beams Dl and D2 except 
too tit had a considerably lower concrete- strength bad higher nominal 
shear stresses at failureo Another anomaly which stands out is that 
the maximum nominal shear stress in beam D4, which failed in flexure, 
I 
is proportionately higher- than the maximum nominal shear stress in 
three of the beams that failed in shear .. 
14. Conclusions for Bart B 
The beam tests reported in Pari B were- of an exploratory 
nature to determine" how' 'Well the- results from "Part" A and the hypotheses 
of shear failure ad;.;a.nced in Section 10 would predict the behavior and 
capaci ty of uniformly~loaded beams 0 Few conclusions- can be- drawn be~ 
cause of the relatively small mmrher of tests.. However, several ob-
servations are worth notingo 
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In general, the inclined cracks at failure had longer hori-
zontal portions in the beams subjected to a uniform load than those in 
the beams subjected to two· concentrated loads., However, the modes of 
failure under the two types of load"ing ·were similar. It can be- seen in 
Table 10 that Ph is always less than P
u 
for the· beams· uniformly-loaded. 
This corresponds to· the results obtained for-the- beams failing in the 
shear-compression mode under- two- concentrated·loads-, as can be seen 
in Table 4, and ·suggests that the uniformly-loaded beams failed in 
shear-compre-s-siono This conclusion agrees with the- observation that 
in most cases the inclined crack contributing-to failure- develO]?ed 
gradually in- the- uniformly-·loaded beams., However, it does not support 
the by})othesis advanced in Section 10 toot beams· loaded uniformly would 
fail in a manner corresponding to the- transi tioD. point between shear-
compression and diagonal tension failures; that is, in a nanner of 
failure similar to that of beam L30 Nevertheless, it should be noted 
that beam D3, the longest of the beams, failed in a manner very nearly 
like that of beam L30 
Calculations of the ~uantity ~~ led to the conclusion that 
a portion of the compression in the concrete at failure was carried be-
low the inclined cracko However, an accurate calculation of the com-
pression below the crack was not possible 0 An analysis was attempted 
on tbe basis of assumed strain and stress distributions but it led to 
results t:b..at were not entirely plausible 0 Addi tional studies of 
these phenomena are clearly requiredo 
Comparisons of measured ~oad-carrying capacities with those 
determined from the princip-le-s- in Section 10 indicate that more in:for-
ma. tion is required concerning the behavior and- capacities of rein-
forced concret'e' -beanrs'under a simulated UIl±:eorm'loado The assumptions 
concerning behavior, however, -were' adequate to predict ,the mod'e of 
failure of the-beams' included- in this series of tests 0 
As was to' be' expected-, nominal shear stresse-s could not' be 
uS,ed to give- any indication of' 'mode of failure, capacity of specimen, 
or location of failureo 
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IV 0 SUMMARY 
This report is divided into two main sections. In Part A, 
tests are reported" for seven· silnJ!ly-su:p:portedrein:forced concrete" heams 
loaded with two synlmetrical concentra ted loads 0 The principal variable 
was the span lengtho In Part" B, tests are- "re:p'Orted· -ror six simp1:y-
supported beams loaded with ten- equally spaced concentrated loads· to 
simulate a unifornrload"o -Hypothes"es are" advanced in each section and 
are partially supported by the- test re-sui ts- 0 
The concepts regarding the" effect of the" moment-shear ratio 
on diagonal tension cracking and strength- in shear of rein:forced con;.. 
crete beams were" verified for the" two-point" loaded beams. "However, the 
hypothesis advanced to predict the behavior and strength of the uni-
formly-loaded beams- 'Was not verified"by. "the'se-' "tests 0 It is evident 
from the studies carried out in this :program that some'other and 
probably more complicated explanation of the behavior of uniformly-
loaded beams will have to be developedo This can be accomplished only 
with the aid of additional testso 
) 
v. APPENDIX 
In the first series of tests it was desiredtba t all beams 
should contain concrete with a strength of 4000 psi and the same con-
crete mix 'Was used- for all beams-. However; uncontrollable- factors-
caused a:p:preciable variations in the-strengLh-of'- the- concrete from 
beam to beamo It- -was f'e"lt that-an attempt" "should be- n:ade to evaluate 
the effect of this variation on the test- results. 
Figure 32: based on Ego 1, with f' = 4000 pSi, is a plot 
c 
of the reciprocal of-the correction factor, K = M4/If, used in Table 
s s 
5, versus the concrete- strength, l' ~ • Curves are plotted for the 
various percentages of steel used" in both series- of" tests , although 
it can be seen that- steel percentage- has little effect on the correc-
tion factoro 
equal to 10000 
The value of the factor" at f'l = 4000 psi is, of course, 
c 
To use the curve, one enters with a value of f' for 
c 
a given beam and leaves the curve with the theoretical factor by 
which the shear moment of the beam must be divided to obtain the 
shear capacity for the same beam if the" concrete in it bad a strength 
of 4000 psi 0 The beams te-sted varied in concrete -strength from 3050 
psi to 5590 psi which corresponds to a range in correction:rectors 
o~ only plus or minus ten percento 
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TABLE 1 
PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE MIXES 
Cement~Sand~Gravel Cement/Water Slump Compressive 
Beam Batch by weight by weight Strength, f'~: 
ino . c ps~ 
L ... l 1 1000:3043:5004 1,,18 5 3050 
L ... 2 1 lo00:3049~5o16 1019 1 3910 
2 1$00:3.49:5016 1.11 1 1/2 - 3120 
L-2a 1 1.00:3.47:5.14 1018 1 1/2 4400 
2 1.00:3047-: 5014 1.'25 1 5320 
L-3 1 1.00:3048:5011 1018 1 3720 
2 1.00~3048:5011 1.16 2 4060 
L-4 1 1.00:3.46:5.11 1019 1 3750 
2 1000:3c46:5011 1~19 2 3740 
L-5 1 1000:3045:5009 1020 5 4270 
2 1eOO:3.45:5.09· 1024 5 4050 
L-6 1 -1.00:3042: 5.14 . 1008 2 4710 
2 1000:3.42:5014 1010 2 1/2 4560 
3 1.00:3042:5014 1.12 4 4440 
Modulus of 
Rupture, f 
r psi 
350 
367 
333 
567 
583 
467 
467 
475 
458 
458 
583 
517 
475 
550 
Age at 
Test, 
days 
39 
35 
35 
52 
52 
43 
43 
66 
66 
64 
64 
48 
48 
48 
0'\ 
VI 
m··:JI.'!Il<.~ 
IrABLE 2 
PROPERTIES OF BEAMS 
For all beams: b :: 6 inc, d·:: 9894. ino, h:: 12 inc, A == 2 sqo ine, p :: 000336. 
s 
Beam a aid f' f Stirrups SR-4 Gages Age at 
c y Test 
in. psi ksi days 
L-1 20 2 3050 44 No No 39 
L-~ 30 3 3120 45 - No No 35 
L-2a 30 3 5320 41 Yes Yes 52 
L-3 40 4 4060 45 Yes '·No 43 
L-4 50 5 3740 44 Yes Yes 66 
L-5 60 6 4050. 48 Yes Yes 64 
L-6 70 7 4440 46 No Yes 48 
Retests 
* 44 LlR 20 2 30501- Yes No 77 
* 45 68 L2R 30 3 31201- No No 
L2aR 30 3 5230 41 Yes No 57 
40 4 40601-* 45 47 L3R Yes No 
* Calculated from standard cylinder tests made at time of original test. 0\ 
0\ 
TABLE 3 
DISTANCES TO IMPORTANT POINTS ON CRACK CAUSING FAILURE 
Beam 
Ll 
12 
L2a 
L3 
L4 
L5 
L6 
Retests 
LlR 
L2R 
L2aR 
L3R 
a 
in. 
20 
30 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
20 
30 
30 
40 
Xx xh 
in .. in .. 
8.7 17 
15 .. 8 27 
l20l 27 
15 36 
27 47 
34 47 
o 
8 27 
9 
20 
Failure occurred between load blocks 0 
Notation: (See also Fig .. 10) 
~ l.n. 
17 
27 
30 
37 
* 53 
63* 
17 
27 
30 
37 
·~d 
iii. 
0·7 
009 
009 
1025 
1.2 
2.0 
400 
x = horizontal distance from center of sup~ort to point where the 
x 
crack causing failure cro-ssed the steel rein:forcement 0 
~ = horizontal distance from center of sup~ort to point where crack 
causing fai.lure" became" horiz"ontal 0 
x = horizontal distance from center of support to point where 
u 
crushing or kn1.f±ng failure occurred on top of beam .. 
a = horizontal distance nom "center of sup~ort to center of nearest 
load: the t1 shear span .. IT 
k d = vertical distance "from··top ofbeanr"tocrac:k -causing"fuilure) at 
u position of failure (or vertical distance from to~ of beam to 
bottom of area crushed in compression) for beam L6)a 
f 
I 
I 
l: 
TABLE 4 
MEASURED LOAD CAPACITY 
Beam a aid Type Ph P Vh V Mu Muh M M of u u u max 
* Failure 
ino ino ino in. 
in. kips kips kips kips kips kips kips kips (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Ll 20 2 s-c 3300 52.2 1605 26.1 280 280 444 522 
L2 30 3 s-c 2600 34.0 1300 11·0 351 351 459 510 
L2a 30 3 s-c 2807 36.0 1403 18.0 386 429 540 540 
L3 40 4 s-c 24.0 24.0 l~oO 1200 432 444 444 480 
and 
DT 
L4 50 5 DT 2300 23.0 11.5 11.5 540 575 575 575 
L5 60 6 DT 22·9 22.9 11.5 11.5 540 690 690 690 
L6 70 7 F 21 .. 1- 10·5 735 735 
Retests 
LlR 20 2 DT 74.0 3700 629 740 
L2R 30 3 s-c 32.0 33.6 16.0 16.8 432 432 454 504 
L2aR 30 3 s-c 41.6 20.8 624 624 
L3R 40 4 s-c 27 .. 9 13 .. 9 514 556 
and 
DT 0'. 
CP 
* S-C: Shear-compression 
DT Diagonal tension 
F 0 Flexure 0 
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TABLE 5 
ADJUSTED MOMENT VALUES 
K = M4/~ Beam If KMuh KM Mf s s s u 
in. in. in. in. 
kips kips kips kips (1) (2) (3 ) (4) (5) 
* 
Ll 401 1.152 323 511 664 
I2 411 1.124 395 516 679 
L2a 505 00915 393 494 710 
L3 469 0·985 437 437 729 
L4 449 1.029 592 592 703 
L5 468 0.987 681 681 766 
L6 484 148 
Retests 
** 
IJ..R 477 1·092 687 664 
L2R 477 1.092 472 496 679 
L2aR 527 0.989 617 707 
L3R 529 00985 507 729 
*M 4 = 462 in. -kips 
s 
**M 4 = 521 ino-kips 
s 
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TABLE 6 
CALCULATION OF ~ ~ 
Beam k d k k (1-k2k ) M ~~ k1~ u u u u u 
ino bd2f' test 
compu ed 
c 
(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
11 007 0 .. 0704 000683 0.246 3060 1.04 
L2 009 000905 000871 0.248 2.85 1.03 
L2a 009 000905 000871 0.17l 1.96 0080 
L3 1.25 001258 001192 00184 1.54 0094 
L4 102 001207 001146 0 .. 259 2.26 0097 
L5 2 .. 0 002012 001842 00287 1.56 0·93 
L6 400 004012 003344 0.219 0.83 0·90 
Retests 
LlR 1·5 0 .. 1509 001413 0.348 2.46 1.04 
L2R 1·5 001509 001413 20245 1073 1.03 
L2aR 0.,5 0.,0503 .,0492 0.181 3.68 0.81 
L3R 007 0,,0704 00683 0.214 3·13 0.94 
M 1 kl~ (test) = u bd2f! X ku (1 - k2kU) 
c 1008 ff 
klk3 (comp) = 1.37 - c .. 5 10 
k2 = 0.,42 d = 9094 in" bd2 = 59208 in.3 
-.... 
TABLE 7 
PROPERTIES OF CONCRE'I~ MIXES 
CementgSand~Grave1 Cement/Water Slump Compressive Modulus of Age at 
Beam Batch by weight by weight Strength, f' Rupture, f Test 
in., c r days psi psi 
D-1 1 10OO~3042~5009 1018 1 4140 483 38 
2 1000:3842:5009 1018 1 1/2 4470 516 38 
D-2 1 loOO:3048~5010 1018 1/2 5000 558 35 
2 lo00~3.38~5012 1026 1/2 5590 483 35 
D-3 1 1000:3048~5015 1016 1 5850 592 37 
2 loOO:3042~5o10 1012 2 1~820 567 37 
D-4 1 1.00:3.49:5.09 1015 1 4320 608 36 
2 1.00:3046:5.06 1020 3 5020 592 36 
D-5 1 1000:3040:5008 1.,20 6 1/2 3740 425 19 
D-6 1 1.00:3.38:5004 1/22 6 4000 458 27 
2 1.00:3040:5006 1.,22 8 3450 442 27 
-.:3 
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TABLE 9 
DISTANCES TO IMPORTANT POINTS 
ON CRACK CAUSING FAllURE 
Beam x ~ x kd a 0: x u u x u 
in., in. in .. in. 
Dl il.O 28.0 33'00 100 0 .. 100 0.255 0.300 
D2 12 .. 5 30.,5 27.,5 1 .. 5 00114 0.277 0.250 
D3 15 .. 0 29.,5 4205 104 00114 00223- 0.,322 
D4 '* ** 44 .. 0 2.,6- 0.500 
D5 7 .. 8 21.,0 26.,0 1.,0 00117 00318 00394 
1)6 8.2 2200 27·0 102 0.075 0.200 0.245 
Note: a = x/Lo See.Table 3 for definition of other quantities. 
* Distance to center of crushing 
** Apparent depth of crushing 
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TABLE 10 
MEASURED CAPACITY OF BEAMS 
at P at Ph at P u u 
Beam Ty:pe Ph P Vhu V V Muh M M 
of' u u max u max 
Failure kips kips kips .-kips killS in-.. - ..in.- in.-kips kips kips 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Dl Shear 3802 . 41;7 11.8 8.3 20.8 481 525 626 
D2 Shear 39.8 49.6 1200 1404 24 .. 8 448 558 744 
D3 Shear 38-.8 -42.3 l2·7 8 .. 5 2Io2 610-·--- 664 761 
D4 Flexure 52.6 0 26.3 631 631 
D5 Shear 35·1 55 .. 3 11 •. 1 6.5 2706 302 476 498 
D6 Shear 35·3 4608 14 .. 8 14.0 23.4 392 519 702 
Beam 
Dl 
D2 
D3 
D4 
D5 
D6 
kd 
u 
in .. 
(1) 
100 
105 
104 
206 
1 .. 0 
1 .. 2 
TABLE 11 
CALCULATION OF ~ ~ 
k k (1-k2k ) u u u 
(2) (3) 
.. 1006 00964 
.1509 01413· 
01408 01325 
02616 02329 
.. 0919 00984 
01207 01146 
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M ~~ ~~ u 
bd2:r' tes-t co.m.;put.ecL 
c 
(4) (5) (6) 
00198 2·05 0089 
00168- 1019 0077 
00232 1075 0085 
00212 0.,91 0.83 
00179 2002 0097 
00254 2022 1 .. 00 
TABLE 12 
COMPUTATION OF COMPRESSION FORCE 
BELOW INCLINED CRACK 
v 
Beam C1 d1 C1d1 Mu-C1d1 x -x V2 VI k fc2 C2 u x 
ino ino ino ino 
kips kips kips kips kips psi ,kips (1) (2) (:? ) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
Dl -,,2.0 09 9044 226 299 2200 1306 --503 0044 3370 3908 
D2 3807 9019 356 202 1500 1305 +009 0037 2880 27.0 
D3 3404 9024 318 346 2705 1206 -401 0043 4220 46.5 
D5 2108 10.38 225 251 1802 1308 ~702 0030 3080 2704 
1)6 2408 9034 232 287 1808 1503 
-10' 0045 3300 3809 
L1 1303 9·59 128 316 803 3801 -12.0 0048 3130 38.5 
12 17·3 9049 164 295 1102 2603 -903 0.47 3030 38.6 
L2a 2300 9049 218 322 1709 1800 OoQ 0043 3540 37·3 
L3 2806 9032 267 177 2200 800 +400 ,0040 2280 - 23.5. 
14 2601 9034 244 331 2600 1207 -102 0045 3770 38.9 
L5 4502 8.94 404 286 29.0 9·9 +1.6 0.42 4190 33.3 
-:J 
0\ 
TABLE 13 
COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND COMPUTED CAPACITIES 
Beam z d M V M ex P M V ex s 0 a u u u u u 
ino ino ina-kips kips V d kips ino-kips kips 
0 
compo compo compo com:p1o compo meas o measo measo (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
Dl 10 9094 485 1109 4010 ~247 4305 525 803 0300 
D2 10 9094 513 11,,7 4040 0260 4404 558 1404 0250 
D3 12 9094 489 1109 4015 .,226 38.8 664 805 0322 
D4 8 9094 631 0 0500 
D5 6 10088 384 476 605 .. 394. 
D6 10 9094 426 1302 3.22 0211~ 4202 519 1400 .. 245 
if 
For beam D4 M /Mf = 1019 meas 
P M 
u meas 
kips M 
comp 
meas .. (ll) (12) = 
(8)/C5) 
4107 1008 
4906 1009 
42:~; 1036 
5206 
* 
5503 1024 
4608 1022 
P 
meas 
P 
comp 
(13) = (11)/(7) 
. 0096 
1012 
1.09 
1.11 
~ 
~ 
TABLE 14 
PREDICTED MANNER OF FAILURE 
Beam ~f Ms VL Mode of failure 0 predicted in.- Mf Ms kips 
compo comp. 
(1) (2) (3) 
Dl 716 .. 67$ 2·70 Shear 
D2 769 .. 668 2·51 Shear 
D3 763 0641 3<>22 Shear 
D4 528 
D5 453 0847 
D6 698 0610 3.40 Shear 
79 
TABLE 15 
NOMINAL SHEAR STRESSES 
Beam j bjd Vhu V V y v v u rrax ' hu u max 
bjd bjd bjd fT fa f'I 
2 c c c 
ino psi .. psi. psi. 
Dl .835 49 .. 8 236 166 418 0.053 00037 0.094 
D2 ,,85a 50.0 240 288 496- 0.043 0.052 0.089 
D3 .836 4909 254 170 425 00053 0.035 0.088" 
D4 .859 5102 0 -514 0 00102 
D5 .878 57..·3 194 114 482 0.052 0.030 0.129 
D6 .. 830 49.5 299 283 472 0.087 00082 0.137 
Note~ V v == bjd 
o 
o 
a 
. Ultimate Flexural Moment Mf 
Sym. about Centerline 
Shear-Moment M 
s 
I (a) 
(b) 
(c) 
~--------~----------~------~------~------~----------~~ 
o 
2 
a 
cr 
4 
Shear-span, a=M/V 
7 
FIG. 1 EFFECT OF MOMENT-SHEAR RATIO ON y.oDE OF FAILURE 
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FIG. 9(a) CRACK DEVELOPMENT OF BEALY1 L1R 
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FIG. 9 ( c ) CRACK DEVELOPMENT OF BEAM 12aR 
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FIG. 11 LOAD-DEFLECTION CURVES FOR BEAMS Ll THROUGH L6 
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FIG. 12 LOAD-DEFLECTION CURVES FOR RETESTS OF BEAMS L1, 12, 128., AND L3 
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FIG. 14 Mu AND Muh VERSUS SHEAR-SPAN TO DEP'IH RATIO 
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FIG. 15 ADJUSTED MOMENTS VERSUS SHEAR-SPAN TO DEP'IH RATIO 
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FIG. 16 CONCRETE STRAIN DISTRIBUTION IN BEAMS L2a, L4, L5, AND L6 
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FIG g 17 MOMENTS AND SHEARS IN A UNIFORMLY LOADED BEAM 
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FIG. 18 BOUNDARY BETWEEN SHMR AND FLEXURE FAILURE FOR UNIFORMLY WADED BEAMS 
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FIG. 19 TYPICAL TEST SETUP 
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FIG. 20 COMPARISON BETWEEN UNIFORM WAD AND TEN CONCENTRATED WADS 
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FIG. 22 CRACK DEVELOPMENT OF BEALI.1 D2 
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FIG. 23 CRACK DEVELOPMENT OF BEAM D3 
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FIG. 24 CRACK DEVELOPMENT OF BR.4M D4 
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FIG. 25 CRACK DEVELOPMENT OF BEAM DS 
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FIG. 26 COMPOSITE PHOTOGRAPHS OF CRACK DEVELOPMENT OF BEAM D6 
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FIG. 21 LOAD-DEFLECTION CURVES FOR BEAMS D1, D2, AND D6 
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FIG. 28 LOAD-DEFLECTION CURVES FOR BEAMS D3, D4, AND D5 
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FIG. 29 FREE-BODY DIAGRAMS AT FAILURE 
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FIG. 30 ASSUMED, STRAIN AND STRESS DISTRIBUTIONS AT FAILURE 
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FIG. 31 DETERMINATION OF SEC TI ON OF FAILURE 
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FIG. 32 VARIATION OF MOMENT CORRECTION FACTOR, K, WITH CONCRETE STRENGTH AND STEEL RATIO 

